For all d~1 and all e > d, every deterministic multihead e-dimensional Turing machine of time complexity T(n) can be simulated on-line by a deterDdnistic multihead_ d-dimensional Turing machine in time O(T(n)l+l/d-l/e(log T(n})O(l». This simulation almost achieves the known lower bound
Introduction
It is important to understand how efficiently one data structure or machine sioulates another. Frequently, a programmer uses a data structure that II1st he simulated by the natural data structures provided by the programming language. More generally, for conceptual clarity, deslgnersof computers and programs devise levels of tlvirtual machines." The constructs of abstract machines are defined in terms of operations of 'simpler machines. For instance, an ALGOL statement "is translated into machine code for a PDP-lO computer, and each PDP-lO machine instruction is executed by running $ev~ral microcode instructions.
Several researchersl\ave lnves,tlgated static embeddingsa:1nOng data structure. [8, 15, 16 -CH1895-6/81/0000/0058$OO.7~e 1981 IEEE 58 into eOUlp.lete binary trees that permit rapid online simulations of multidimensional Turing machines by machines with tree-structured storage.
We adopt a dynamic viewpoint. Rather than fixing a correspondenee, the simulator should determine the representation itself on-line, designating representatives in the host only for cells. of the guest that are actually used. ;Exploiting this idea, we develop new techniques for efficient sinulation. In pa--rticular, we present a nearly optimal simulation ofa high dimensional array with local access by a low dimensi-onal one. The simulation is cast in terms of Imlltidimensional Turing machines.
Introduced by Hartmanis and Stearns [2] , multidimensional Turtng machines are natural generalizations of conventional Turing machines. Rennie and GrigQr'ev [lt3] established a lower b l+l/d-l/e . . ound of 0 (T (n)
. ) on the time required by a mult1head d-dimensional Turing machine to simulate an e-dimensionalmachine of time complexity T(n) on-line. Our simulation nearly achieves this bound. O(T(n) , ) .on-line. Grigol"'ev [1] described an on-libesll1l11a~tonih time 0 (t(n) 1+1/d) when e.*= d+l; even 1n thilspecial cas-e. time O(T(n) (log T(n»). We consider only deterministic machines.
The d-dimensional simulator for Theorem 1 has more worktape heads than the e-dimensional machine that it simulates. Nevertheless, similar techniques can be used by a simulator with fewer heads.
Theorem 2. For all d~2 and e~2, every multihead e-dimensional Turing machine of time complexity T(n) can be simulated on-line in time l+l/d-l/de O(T(n) log T(n» by a d-dimensional Turing machine with~o worktapes with one head each.
Generalizing a classic result of Hennie and
Stearns [4] , Stoss [19] discovered an on-line simulation by a one-dimensional machine with two worktape heads that runs in time O(T(n)2-1/elog T(n». Paul, Seiferas, and Simon [12] established nonlinear lower bounds on the time required to simulate multidimensional machines on-line by machines wi th fewer worktape heads. Furthermore, for d~2, they simulated multihead d-dimensional machines of time complexity T(n) on-line by d-dimensional machines with CWO worktapes, each with one head, in Details of proofs omitted from this preliminary paper appear elsewhere [9, 10] .
Simulation for Theorem I 2.1 Definitions
Fix integers d~I and e > d and a finite alphabet 6.. To establish Theorem 1, it suffices to exhibit an on-line simulation of a particular edimensional machineE with worktape alphabet~by a d-dimensional machine D in time o(nl+l/d-l/e(log n)O(l» because, as described below, E epitomizes the primitive storage and retrieval operations on an e-dimensionalworktape with one head. To simulate a multi tape e-dimensional machine with one access head per worktape, a d-dimensional simulator treats each worktape like a separate machine E, though with different inputs. Furthermore, multihead e-dimensional worktapes can be replaced by several e-dimensional.worktapeswith one head each without time loss: Leong and Seiferas [7] proved that every d-dimensionalTuring machine can be simulated in real time by ad-dimensional machine having just one head on each of its worktapes.
Machine E has one head on one worktape and operates in real time as follows. Initially, its worktape is completely blank, and its worktape head is positioned on the origin, the cell whose 59 cqordinates are all zero. At each step E reads another input symbol, called a command, that has the form (b,5), where b E~, and 5 is one of the 2e + 1 directions in which the worktape head can shift --either to one of 2e adjacent cells or to the same cell. Suppose E is in a configuration in which the cell y scanned by the worktape head contains b'. When E then reads the input symbol (b,o), it writes bony, writes b' on its output tape, and shifts the worktape head in direction o.
Call symbols of·~responses. Let L be the set of C01llD8ndS for E. Machine E defines a function from L* to~* that maps a string of coumands into a string of responses of the same length. Machine D simulates E on-line in time T(n) if it computes this function in time T(n) on inputs of length n, and for every input, for every j, machine D produces the j-th response before reading the (J+ l)st conmand.
On a given input string of commands, when E has p"rocessed just the first" cODJDands, we say that E is at time T. When D has processed only the first" coumands (and produced ·the first l' output responses), D is at simulated time T.
Consider a string of n commands. For simplicity, we describe a simulation in which n is available off-line. ThesiDl1lation can be converted routinely to an on-line simulation with time loss of only a constant factor [12] . In essence, for n' =1,2,4,8, ••• , a modified simulator repeats the silll1lation ab initio using n' for the length of the input until n' ::2: n.
On ad-dimensional worktape, a box is a set of cells that form a d-dlmenslonal cube. The volume of a box is the number of cells in it. The base cell of a box is the cell whose coordinates are the smallest. Cell Y. is at distance s from cell z if the shortest rectilinear path from y to z has length s; equivalently, a worktape head requires exactly s steps to move from y to z. Cell y is well within box C of side s if it is at distance strictly greater than s/3 from every cell outside C. The relative position of a cell y with respect to a box Cis the list of coordinates of y when the base cell of C is taken as the origin; if y is at distance s from the base cell of C, then its relative position can be specified by a binary string of length proportional to log s.
Write x(h,C) for the cell at relative position 11 with respect to box C. The relative position of a box in C is the relative position of its base cell with respect to c.
We present the siDl1lationin two versions. Version I introduces the fundamental ideas. Version II employs more sophisticated techniques to achieve the time bound of Theorem 1.
Version I of the Simulation
Without loss of generality, assume n is a power of 2. Le t L =10g2n and $L := n, and for i~L-1, set 8 that has a mass store and a directory. If P is a page at level i and pi is a page at level i-I and pi c.=. P, then P' is subpage of P. We describe how the contents of a page P at level i represent the contents of a block B at level i. recursively. All subpages at level i-1 are pairwise disjoint. Let P have side p. The mass store of P is a box of side p/2 in Pthat contains these Bubpages. The address of a box in the mass store is its relative position with respect to the mass store. The directory of P maintains the addresses of subpages of P. For Version I, the directory is a box of side p/2 that holds for every nonblanlt subblock B I its relative position in B together with the address of a subpage pi in P whose contents represent the contents of B'; 8ubpage P' is assigned to B
I •
Page P represents block B at time T if its contents represent the contents ofB in the configuration of E at time T.
We present an informal overview of the sinulation before giving the details. Suppose in a configuration of E the worlttape head 1s well within block B at level i, and the contents of page P at level i represent the contents of B. Using P, 60 procedure SIMULATE processes the next si commands in si!si_1 phases of si_l commands each. At each phase, SIMULATE determines the subblock B I of B such that the worktape head of E is well within B' • Procedure PAGEADDRESS employs the directory of P to locate the subpage P' of P assigned to B I . Next, SIMULATE uses P' to process si_l commands re~ur-sively. Then for each subblock C' of B that meets B', procedure UPDATE recursively updates the contents of the subpage of P assigned to C' in order to represent the new contents of ct. Otherwise, if i > 0, then set k~h and perform
Step 1 through Step 7 exactly si/si_l times, accumulating a in Step 6.
Step 1: Use k to calculate the relative position of the subblock B' of B such that x(k,B) is well within B'; property (ii) of the definition of the blocks asserts that B' exists. Calculate the relative position h' of x(k,B) with respect to B' Step 2: Call PAGEADDRESS to retrieve the address of the subpage P' of P assigned to B' Step 3: Move the worktape heads of D to the base cell of P' and call SIMULATE (i-l,h') to process the next si_1 cOBDllllds. Let a' be the sequence of commands produced by this call.
Step 4: For each of the at most Se-l subblocks C' of B such that C'~B' and C'contains a cell at distance s1_l or less from x(k,B), perform Step 5: Use a' to update k: set It to-SHIFT (k,a ' ).
Step 6: Append a' to a.
Step 7: Return the heads of D to the base cell of P. Step 1: For each of the at most Se subb10cks C' of C that contains a cell within distance s of 1-1 x(k,C), perform Steps 1.1 and 1.2.
Step 1.1: Call PAGEADDRESS to determine the address of the subpage Q' of Q assigned to ct.
Let h' be the relative position of x(k,C) with respect to C' Step 1.2: Move the heads of D to the base cell of Q' and call UPDATE (i-l,h',a').
Step 2: Set k to-SHIFT (It,a').
Step 3: Return the heads of D to the base cell For i > 0, the mass store is a box of side p/2 in P.
For every nonblank subblock B ' of B there is a subpage of P at level i-1 in its mass store whose contents represent the'contents of B ' recursively. The subpages of P are pairwise disjoint.
The directory. of P is a box of side pi (4 log si)
n P. To maintain the addresses of subpages of P whose contents represent the contents of subblocks of B, the contents of the directory are organized into a binary trie [6] that,uses the relative positions of subblocks as keys. More precisely, the relative positions of subbloeks in B are specified by binary strings of length 0(16g s1 nonblank cell counter of pi, may alter the contents of the directory, a.nd may set up a new page in the mass store. Method: Using k ' and the directory of P, retrieve the address of the subpage P' of P assigned to B ' : visit the O(log 8 i ) pointer boxes for the nodes on the path in the directory trie from the root to the leaf' that corresponds to k ' to obtain tbe address associated with k' .
If no address is associated with k', then obtain a blank box of side t i _ 1 in the mass store.
(The storage allocation procedure [9] useS.8 buddy system [5] .) Initialize this box so that it becomes asuhpage pi whose contents represent a blook whose cells-all hold blanks'; the value of ·the' nonblank cell counter of pI 1s s1_1. Let a be the address of pi iIi P and' associate &' wi,th k'in .the directory. Return to the c:all1ng procequre.
In the general case, let p1 be the side ofpt and m l be the value of its nonblank ceil c-ounter; by defin1·tion, p' isa power of 2. Set the value of the nonblank cell counter of P' to [9] .)
The copying of subpages in calls to PAGE-ADDRESS occurs sporadically. An inductive argument [9] shows that during the simulation, for every page P, the total copying time for P and all its subpages over all levels is proportional to the volume of P. Thus, for the entire simulation the total copying time is O(~). Therefore, the simulation uses time
The two-tape simulation of a multidimensional machine devised by Paul, Seiferas, and SilOOn [12] uses pages of. fixed size and a hierarchy of simulation procedures to maintain the locations of the pages. To develop a faster simulation, we exploit the directory and the mechanism for handling pages of different sizes that we presented in Section 2.3. In addition, our simulator uses both trie representations and literal representations for contents of blocks. During the simulation, it may convert the contents of a page from one representation into the other. The d-dimensional simulator D has one head on ad-dimensional worktape and one head on a onedimensional worktape. The one-dinen8ional·tape of D is used for routine arithmetic calcul~tions, for counting, and for copying contents of pages from one location on the d-dimensional worktape to another.
Procedure SHIFT operates in time proportional to the sum of the lengths of its inputs.
Let TU(i) and Ts(i) be the time used by UPDATE and SIMULATE on pages at level i, respectively, excluding the copying of subpages in calls to PAGEADDRESS • Then
for the call to SHIFT = O«i+l)siui/si_l) by induction on i. Furthermore,
PAGEADDRESS ensures that a page is large enough to complete a call to SIMULATE on it, for new subpages may be allocated in its mass store. Suppose P is a page at level i and P l ,P 2 , A~'is a box on the d-dimensional worktape of D whose side is a power of 2 that has a nonblank cell counter on track O. We describe how the contents of a page P represent the contents of a block B. (As usual, abusing terminology, we shall say that P represents B when the configurations are implicitly understood.) First, the value of the nonblanIt cell counter DUst be at least the number of nonblank cells in B. To maintain the contents of these nonblank cells, P uses either a binary internal trie on track 1 or a literal representation on track 2. In the page P a node is a box of fixed volume O(log n) together with its contents. For every nonblanIt cell y of B there is a node v in the representing internal trie in P that holds on track 1 the coordinates of y, the contents of y, and the relative positions of the left and right sons of v (if any) in P such· that~(v) is an ini tial segment of the coordinates of y (written as a binary string of length O(log n». The number of nodes equals the number of nonblank cells of B. See Figure 3 . The internal trie representation is particularly useful when B has few nonblank cells.
The literal representation is straightforward. For every cell y of B there is a cell z of P whose relative position in P is easily calculated from the coordinates of y such that z holds the same symbol (on track 2) as y does. The literal repre· sentation is most efficient when B has many nonblank cells. .
The simulator D has a mass store, a directory, and a working area. The mass store is a box on the d-dimensional worktape of side u* that holds the pages. The address of a box is its relative position in the mass store. As in Section 2.3, the directory is a box of side u*/log n on the d-dimensional worktape whose contents maintain the addresses of pages in the mass store. Finally, on the d-dimensional worktape the working area consists of 3~contiguous boxes of side u at fixed locations. Call these boxes slots. Throughout the simulation, the nonblanlt cell counter of a page determines its size: if the value of the nonblank cell counter is m, then the page has side min(u,n«m log n)l/d»). Let page P represent block B. If P has side u, then P repred e sents B literally; since u~b , page P has at least as many cells as B. If the side of P is smaller thanu, then P uses an internal trie; the at most m nodes of volume O(log n) fit in P. Now we describe the operation of LOCATEPAGE, which resembles PAGEADDRESS in Section 2.3. Given the location of a block B, LOCATEPAGE employs the directory to find the page P in the mass store that represents B. If no page is assigned to B, then LOCATEPAGE allocates a blank box P of side t in the mass store and sets the nonb1ank cell counter of P to hbj since B must be completely blank (it has not been visited before), P already represents B. If LOCATEPAGE found P in the mass store, then lDCATEPAGE ensures that P is large enough to include all nodes that D may add to the internal trie at the end of the phase. Let p be the side of P and m be the value of its nonblank cell counter. LOCATEPAGE sets the value of the non- We have proved [10] that the total time for converting internal trie representations into literal representations is O(n u log n) because A denotes the empty string.
67 Figure 2 . The structure of a directory trie for a page that represents a block B with at most three nonblank subb locks. '!be re1a-tive positions of these subblocks in B are specified by the binary strings 00001, 00110, 10110.
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